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A small, tan-colored turtle with bright, red eyes, a male three-toed box
turtle, feeds on fallen Mayapple fruits from a clone on the forest floor on a
hot, windless day of late summer in Missouri. When he has eaten his fill, he
abruptly turns and trudges away, moving deeper into the forest toward a
destination only he can know. In a few hours or days, he will defecate feces
containing many of the Mayapple seeds he ingested earlier, perhaps in a
treefall area with good light and soil that will, eventually, allow the seeds
to germinate (the possibility already enhanced by passage through his
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gut) and grow. It is a simple process and beneficial
to the turtle, but its importance to the plant may be
inestimable. Employing the cooperative turtle to eat
its fruits and disperse its seeds some distance from
the parent plant, thereby decreasing the likelihood
of seed predators finding them, and increasing the
chances that some of the seeds will find suitable
growing conditions, will help spread the distribution
of the plant throughout the available habitat. Also, if
gut passage enhances seed germination capabilities,
as is the case with our box turtle–Mayapple example,
then all the better for the plant’s survival chances,
and it’s a good deal for both the interacting partners
(i.e., a mutualism in eco-speak). When a reptile is
involved in this type of partnership, the term for it
is “saurochory”, and we are gradually becoming
aware of more of these types of co-evolutionary
relationships between plant and animal species.
The first example of chelonian (i.e., turtle and
tortoise) saurochory, involving Galápagos giant
tortoises and endemic tomatoes, was published in
1961. Surprisingly, interest in pursuing this subject
was meager, and it wasn’t until the 1980’s that the
relationship between box turtles and plants described
in my opening paragraph was noted, and in the early
‘90s before a similar role involving freshwater turtles
and aquatic and riparian vegetation was recognized.
Although we have much more to discover, we now
know of examples of turtle and tortoise-related
saurochory from terrestrial, freshwater, and saltwater

Alligator Snapping Turtle. Photo by Day Ligon, Missouri State
University
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ecosystems over much of the planet. These
interactions involve a very diverse array of plants and
chelonians from many taxa which include some of
the smallest and largest representatives of their kind
on earth.
In Missouri, we have seventeen chelonian species,
but only a few have been studied in relation to
their potential role in saurochory. Several of these
studies have been conducted in my lab at Missouri
State University by my former graduate students.
The eastern box turtle (our state representative, the
aforementioned three-toed box turtle, is considered
a subspecies of this widespread form) is one of
the best studied in this regard and is considered
an important seed disperser and, in some cases,
germination enhancer for a wide variety of eastern
deciduous forest floor plants. The ornate box turtle,
more insectivorous than the three-toed, but still an
omnivore, is probably a seed disperser of prairie
and forest edge plants, also (which it may consume
in abundance under certain circumstances), but this
has not been confirmed by rigorous testing, yet.
Matt Stone, Dan Sammartano and I have confirmed
that fruits and seeds of various plant species are
consumed and apparently pass through the digestive
tracts of both our box turtle species unscathed, an
important requirement for seed dispersal.
Surprisingly, we know that several of our Missouri
water turtles are confirmed seed dispersers, or are
suspected to be, based upon their omnivorous diets
and voracious appetites. Jeff Kimmons and I have
identified red-eared sliders and common snapping
turtles as seed dispersers of various weedy grasses
that grow on the edges of their aquatic habitats in
southwestern Missouri. The seeds blow into their
ponds and are eaten from the surface, perhaps
as the turtles forage on other floating vegetation,
such as duckweed. We have tested the positive
viability of these seeds and speculate that they can
be dispersed on land as the turtles travel overland
to other ponds in the vicinity, to basking areas
on shore, or during female travel to nesting sites.
Another common Missouri water turtle, the painted
turtle was studied by former MSU professor Donald
Padgett and colleagues who found the species
(in Massachusetts) to consume large quantities
of aquatic plant seeds including yellow water lily.
Although experimentation was not conducted to
ascertain effects of gut passage, the ingested water
lily seeds were 99% intact and appeared undamaged

to the researchers who judged them highly likely to
be viable, and ultimately to be deposited in suitable
aquatic habitat allowing germination and growth.
Similarly, Dawn Ford (Holliday) and I studied the diet
of stinkpot turtles in southwestern Missouri. We found
these turtles to eat moderate amounts of the seeds of
the wetland plant primrose willow (Ludwigia) and that
these seeds could be dispersed in suitable growth
habitat for the plant as the turtle continued to forage
through its shallow, muddy habitat.
Perhaps the most surprising Missouri turtle seed
disperser of all, since it is one of the most highly
specialized carnivores of the turtle world with a
sharply hooked beak and a wiggly, worm-like tongue
lure used to attract fish, is the huge alligator snapping
turtle. This species prowls the larger lakes and rivers
of southern Missouri and eats a variety of animal prey
(including other turtles) and the fruits and nuts of
lowland, riparian trees such as persimmon, tupelo and
willow oak. Jean Elbers and I conducted controlled
experiments to evaluate the effect of gut passage
on seed germination of these species. Although
germination rates were reduced to some extent after
passage in the first two species, in the latter species,
(willow oak) germination rate was significantly
increased. As other studies have shown that wild
alligator snappers consume large amounts of acorns,
this finding suggests an important relationship
between riparian oaks and this turtle species. As the
turtles forage and defecate through the shallows of
their near shore habitats, shifting water levels may
often produce ideal nursery habitats for germinating
riparian plants like the oaks. A mystery exists about
why acorns are eaten by the turtle at all, however, as
they appear to be defecated intact and whole, just as
they were ingested. I speculate that the fallen acorns
are covered by cyanobacteria or other nutritious
microorganisms once they have soaked in the water
for awhile that provide some benefit for the turtle.
Perhaps alternatively, as my wife Janice suggested,
the rough, hard shells of the acorns act as a grinding
agent similar to the grit in a bird’s gizzard to break
down other foods passing through the gut. I would
like to hear from you if you have other explanations
for this phenomenon.

importance of chelonian frugivory and seed dispersal
on a planetary scale. I am pleased that my students
and I, and Missouri’s turtles, could make a significant,
early contribution to knowledge in this developing field.

From the Editor
Ideas are analogous to seed dispersal. Memes
are created and information passed from
one human organism to another across the
globe. Not as cosmopolitan as an idea, plants
use various methods to spread their genetic
material across the landscape ensuring
diverse future adaptations of offspring not yet
germinated.
We hope you enjoy the seed dispersal ideas
in this edition of the Petal Pusher. As your new
editor, I hope that you become a dispersal
mechanism to share the ideas you read about
in these pages with another person. Perhaps
that idea will germinate and perpetuate the
conservation of our most special and unique
plant relics that grow beneath our toes.
Thank you to all of our contributing authors
and chapter representatives for taking the time
to craft your beautiful essays and accounts. I
especially extend gratitude to Dana Thomas,
who was instrumental in the production of this
newsletter and who helped acclimate me to
the MONPS (Missouri Native Plant Society)
climate.
Enjoy this seed dispersal issue, and keep
spreading ideas.
Sincerely,

Erin Skornia, Petal Pusher Editor

As I have stated previously, we have only begun to
scratch the surface of knowledge of the chelonian
role in saurochory. As I write this article, colleagues
of mine from the University of Zurich, Wilfredo Falcón
and Dennis Hansen, and I are writing an extensive
review of this subject to further clarify the extent and
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If you have any questions, please
contact Dana Thomas at dthomas@
botanytraining.com or 317-430-6566.
Visit this Google Map Page for interactive
driving directions.

2018 Summer Field Trip Itinerary
Friday, June 8th
Sunday, June 10th

1:00-5:00 P.M. Early Bird Field Trip to
Clifty Creek Conservation Area
•
•

Meet at Clifty Creek at 1:00pm.
Parking Area GPS: 38°01’49.9”N 91°58’54.5”W
or 38.030530, -91.981810.

7:00 P.M. Evening Presentation at the Multipurpose
Room of the Phelps County Courthouse.
•

•

Adam Jones, MDC Wildlife Management
Biologist will give a presentation on management
strategies at Clifty Creek and Spring Creek Gap
Conservation Areas.
GPS: 37°56’45.4”N 91°46’25.9”W or 37.945940,
-91.773850 Address: 200 N Main St, Rolla, MO
65401

8:00 A.M. Morning Field Trip–Spring
Creek Gap Conservation Area.
•
•

Meet at Super 8 parking lot at 8:00 A.M. to
carpool/caravan. Or meet the group at Spring
Creek Gap at approximately 8:20am.
Parking Area GPS for Spring Creek Gap:
38°08’25.4”N 91°48’31.4”W or 38.140390,
-91.808710

Saturday, June 9th
8:00 A.M. Morning Field Trip–Lane Spring
Recreation Area (Mark Twain National Forest).
•
•

Meet at the Super 8 parking lot at 8:00am to
carpool/caravan. Or meet the group at Lane
Spring at approximately 8:20am.
Parking Area GPS: 37°47’58.0”N 91°50’13.5”W
or 37.799450, -91.837080

11:45 P.M. Lunch in Rolla, MO
•

We’ll head back to Rolla before continuing to
our afternoon sites. There are many restaurant
options in Rolla. You may also choose to bring a
picnic lunch to Lane Spring instead.

1:00 P.M. Afternoon Field Trip–Western Star Flatwoods
and Kaintuck Fen (Mark Twain National Forest).
•
•

GPS of Parking Area at
37°51’54.6”N 91°58’24.9”W
-91.973580
GPS of Parking Area at
37°51’38.7”N 91°55’18.1”W
-91.921680

Western Star:
or 37.865169,

Kaintuck Fen:
or 37.860750,

7:00 P.M. MONPS Board Meeting at the Multipurpose
Room of the Phelps County Courthouse.
•

GwsPS: 37°56’45.4”N 91°46’25.9”W or 37.945940,
-91.773850 Address: 200 N Main St, Rolla, MO
65401
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Marion, Illinois Field Trip Photos

Photo by Dana Thomas

The MONPS meeting at Marion, Illinois featured breathtaking waterfalls and
diverse flora. Photo by Casey Burks

Photo by Dana Thomas
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Photo by Dana Thomas

Photo by Dana Thomas

Photo by Dana Thomas

Part of the group gathered at the southern terminus of “Snake
Road” in LaRue Pine Hills. Photo by John Oliver
John Oliver, caught between a rock and a
hard place. Photo by Dana Thomas

Corallorhiza wisteriana (spring coralroot orchid).
Photo by John Oliver

Tree huggers; Quercus pagoda (cherrybark oak).
Photo by John Oliver
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Chapter Events
Hawthorn

07.09 Bimonthly Chapter Meeting, 7:00 P.M.
Chapter meetings are held on odd-numbered months
on the second Monday at the Unitarian Church,
2615 Shepard Blvd., Columbia MO. Newcomers and
friends are welcome to attend.

06.21 Chapter Lunch, 11:30 A.M.
Chapter lunches are held on the third Thursday of
each month just south of Broadway St. in downtown
Columbia at Uprise Bakery inside the lobby of the
RagTag Theatre, 10 Hitt St., Columbia, MO.

Osage Plains
05.28 Memorial Day Meeting, 5:30 P.M.
Meeting place change for May: Our next meeting will
be Memorial Day, May 28th, at 5:30 P.M. at Casey
Burks’ home to see the woods and especially fourleaf
milkweed (Asclepias quadrifolia) in bloom. Please call
Casey at (515)291-1550 for directions.
Our meeting location is at the MDC building,
2010 South 2nd St, in Clinton. Regularly scheduled
meetings are held the 4th Monday of the month at
6:30 P.M. No meetings are held during December,
January or August. Programs are open to the
public, and our purpose is to enjoy learning about
and sharing information about native plants. Please
contact President Elizabeth Middleton Elizabeth.
Middleton@MDC.gov or Chapter Representative
Casey Burks mobugwoman@gmail.com
for the latest information on meetings. Sometimes
change happens. Bernie Henehan berniehenehan@
yahoo.com and Dan Henehan henehandan0@
gmail.com are our trip coordinators.

Ozark Chapter Events:
06.19 Chapter Meeting
The Ozark Chapter meets at 6:30 P.M. on the third
Tuesday of each month (Except for December and
8 PETAL PUSHER

January) at the Missouri Department of Conservation,
Ozark Regional Office, 551 Joe Jones Blvd, West
Plains, MO. For more information, contact Chapter
President Susan Farrington at (417)256-7161 or
susan.farrington@mdc.mo.gov.

June, July and August
Our summer meetings are Plant Identification nights;
bring in specimens or pictures, and we will all assist in
identifying and learning about the plants you’ve found.

Paradoxa
Meetings and Walkabouts
Paradoxa schedules meetings/walkabouts at a
variety of locations in the Rolla area. Watch our
chapter page on the monativeplants.org website
for updates or email us at paradoxarolla@gmail.
com and ask to be added to our email list. Workdays
for the Bray Conservation Area Botanical Collection
and Herbarium Project are held on the first and third
Thursdays of the month.

Saint Louis Chapter
06.27 Annual Wildflower Walk, 6:00 P.M.
This is the month for our annual evening wildflower
walk to be followed by dinner for those that wish
to retire to a local restaurant after the walk. Watch
Wayne Clark’s emails, and, otherwise, keep your ear
to the ground for the location of this walk.

Chapter Meetings
Chapter meetings are held on the fourth Wednesday
of the month at the Sunset Hills Community Center,
3939 South Lindbergh Blvd, St. Louis, MO.

Southwest Chapter
05.22 Chapter Meeting, 6:00 P.M.
The next SW Chapter meeting will be on Tuesday,
May 22nd at the Midtown Carnegie Branch Library,
397 E Central St, Springfield, MO at 6:00 P.M. Angela
Sokolowski will be giving a seminar on glades and
glade flora.

Seed Dispersal: How Plants Move
Andrew Braun, Research Associate, NatureCITE, apbraun1s@gmail.com
With the exception of a few floating aquatic plants,
most plants are incapable of movement from the
location where they first germinated and took root.
While this is obvious, the challenges this presents to
plants may not be. To be evolutionarily successful,
you must reproduce, and those offspring must also
reproduce, and their offspring must also reproduce,
and so on. But allowing your offspring to simply
drop to the ground, germinate, and grow where you
have been growing would mean competing with your
offspring for nutrients and sunlight—which is not
conducive to going on to reproduce successfully. The
best way to avoid this competition is to disperse your
offspring away from you.
Plants have evolved several interesting means of
dispersing their propagules, thereby minimizing
parent-offspring competition. Though many
species share a basic mechanism of dispersal, they
have evolved separately many times throughout
unrelated floral lineages. For example, broomsedges
(Andropogon spp.), dandelion (Taraxacum spp.),
cottonwood (Populus deltoides), and milkweeds
(Asclepias spp.) all produce fruits that disperse via
wind, but none of these species are particularly
closely related to each other. It seems to be that plant
lineages have independently found over and over
again what works well to disperse their offspring.
This article introduces some of those means of seed
dispersal with notes on some representative species
that can be found in Missouri. Other articles in this
issue further detail how these methods work.

Anemochory: dispersal via wind
Wind can be a reliable way to move seeds a long
distance from the parent plant and is used by many
different plant groups in many different forms.
Dandelions (Taraxacum spp.) and other members
of the daisy family, willowherbs (Epilobium spp.),
broomsedges (Andropogon spp.), milkweeds
(Asclepias spp.), and dogbanes (Apocynum spp.)
produce a feathery structure that acts like a
parachute, allowing them to catch a ride on the wind.
Others, like maples (Acer spp.), ashes (Fraxinus spp.),
and elms (Ulmus spp.), produce wing-like tissues

around the seeds that allows them to flutter away
from the parent tree, but usually not as far as the
former method. Some bentgrasses (Agrostis spp.)
and bearded skeletongrass (Gymnopogon ambiguus)
allow the whole inflorescence to break away and
tumbleweed across open areas.

Hydrochory: dispersal by water
Plants growing in or near water take advantage
of its ability to move seeds around via adaptations
that allow fruits to float. Bald cypress (Taxodium
distichum), water tupelo (Nyssa aquatica), and some
sedges (Carex spp.) can float away from the parent
plant to a new location. Willows (Salix spp.) maintain
undifferentiated cells in their branches. Though not
technically “seed” dispersal, when these branches
break off in a flood, float away, and eventually settle,
these cells can grow roots and start a new tree.

Zoochory: dispersal by animals
Epizoochory: dispersal on the
outside of an animal
Various structures have evolved for seeds to hitch a
ride on a passing animal. Cockleburs (Xanthium spp.),
beggar’s lice (Hackelia virginiana) and tick-trefoil
(Desmodium spp.) all produce fruits with curved hairs
or other structures that act like Velcro on animal fur.
Other plants with barbed fruits, like beggar’s ticks
(Bidens spp.) or sand bur (Cenchrus longispinus),
work similarly. These seeds could be carried for miles
before being pulled off or falling off the animal.

Endozoochory: dispersal by animal ingestion
Many seeds, particularly those in fleshy fruits, are
meant to be eaten by animals and dispersed through
droppings. Some even require passage through a
digestive tract before they can germinate. Persimmon
(Diospyros virginiana), cherries (Prunus spp.), and
blueberries (Vaccinium spp.) are common examples.
Mistletoe (Phoradendron leucarpum), a parasitic
plant that grows on tree branches, produces a sticky
substance with the fruit that sticks to a bird’s cloaca
as they attempt to pass it. Birds often rub their rears
against a tree branch to dislodge it thereby planting
MAY 2018
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the seed in an ideal location for the mistletoe.
Dispersal by birds is known as ornithochory,
by mammals is mammalochory, and by reptiles
(especially turtles) is saurochory (described in further
detail in Don Moll’s article in this edition).
A special type of zoochory is myrmecochory, or
dispersal by ants. Many of our spring flowers, such
as wake robin (Trillium spp.), bloodroot (Sanguinaria
canadensis), and trout lily (Erythronium spp.) have
special adaptations to ant dispersal (more details
can be found in the article by Eva Colberg and
James Trager in this edition). Other plants, such as
oaks (Quercus spp.), may be dispersed by squirrels,
birds, or other animals intending to stash acorns for
the winter which may then be forgotten and left to
germinate.

Special Thanks to Becky
All involved in the production of the Petal
Pusher recognize and give special thanks
to Becky Erickson for her many years of
due diligence and commitment to both this
publication and the MIssouri Native Plant
Society. Thanks, Becky!

Some large-fruited trees found in Missouri, such
as Osage orange (Maclura pomifera) and Kentucky
coffee tree (Gymocladus dioicus), are thought to
be adapted to dispersal by large herbivores such
as American mastodons, which have been extinct
for around 10,000 years. The size, tough rind, and
need for seed abrasion for germination are common
features found in other fruits that appear to be
adapted to dispersal by large mammals.

Ballochory: dispersal by
ballistic ejection

Touch-me-not (Impatiens spp.) and violets (Viola spp.)
produce fruits that are able to explosively disperse
their seeds. In the case of touch-me-not, parts of the
fruits twist to create tension, which, when released,
throws the seeds up to several feet away.
Though these are just a few of our species of Missouri
flora, nearly all plants have found some way to move
their offspring. Next time you’re out, consider how
and why plants disperse their seeds the way they
do. Understanding seed dispersal helps us better
understand the fascinating subject of plant ecology.

10 PETAL PUSHER

Registration will open August 16th. See details
at www.missouribotanicalsymposium.org.
The Missouri Botanical Symposium provides
an opportunity for botany professionals and
enthusiasts to share research and ideas
about a variety of botanical topics. The 6th
annual symposium is held on the campus
of the Missouri University of Science and
Technology in Rolla, Missouri.

Tapinoma sessile (odorous house ants) enjoying a feast of elaiosomes on seeds of Sanguinaria canadensis. These ants are too small
to effectively transport such large seeds, so they are in effect interlopers on the mutualism. Photo by James C. Trager

The role of ants in the distribution of
Missouri’s spring ephemeral flora
Eva M. Colberg, University of Missouri St. Louis, emcrfc@mail.umsl.edu,
James C. Trager, Shaw Nature Reserve, james.trager@mobot.org
in West Virginia, see Beattie & Culver 1981), as well
Would you trust an ant with the fate of your children?
as some grassland species. If you’ve admired spring
Outside the realm of science fiction, it’s a ridiculous
wildflowers in Missouri, you’ve doubtlessly seen
question when posed to a human, but it has basis in
several of those species, which include Sanguinaria
reality when posed to a plant. Granted, trust might not
canadensis, Asarum canadense, Erythronium spp.,
be quite the word, but myrmecochory (seed dispersal
Dicentra cucullaria, and several species of Viola,
by ants) is a widespread phenomenon found on every
Carex, and Trillium.
continent except Antarctica, where there are few
You can make an educated guess as to whether or
plants and no ants. A 2010 review by Lengyel et al.
not a plant is ant-dispersed by looking for a couple
determined that myrmecochory has arisen at least
of key traits. Myrmecochorous seeds are generally
147 different times during the evolution of flowering
presented at ant-accessible levels, either by
plants and that at least 11,000 different plant species
remaining attached to drooping or at least low-sitting
are dispersed by ants. South Africa and Australia
infructescences, or by dropping onto the ground. In
are the hotspots for ant-mediated seed dispersal,
some cases, such as Viola pedata, ant appeal is the
but even here in North America it can be found in
secondary mode of dispersal occurring only after
roughly 30% of our forest understory herbs (At least
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ballistic dispersal. But simply being within formicid
reach is not enough. In order for the ant to interact
with the seed, there must first be a way for the ant to
find the seed and think it valuable enough to carry off.
This is where knowledge of ant feeding habits
comes in useful. Anyone who has watched a trail
of ants in their kitchen can deduce that they need
carbohydrates, but protein and fat are also necessary
macronutrients. Ants can obtain these nutrients
from other insects, but that requires either the feat
of hunting or the luck of finding such prey. Proteins
and fats are also staples of seed composition, but
often the seed coat is too hard or thick to justify the
effort needed to access such nutrients (of course,
there are exceptions; both ants and plants are diverse
enough that seed predation by ants does occur,
especially in arid regions). Fortunately for the ants,
many plants have developed an oily, fatty appendage
on their seeds called an elaiosome. The elaiosome’s
fatty aroma mimics that of a dead insect, alerting
foragers to its location via scent. Upon discovery, the
elaiosome then acts as the perfect handle for ants to
pick up and carry the otherwise smooth and hardcoated seed back to their nests, where they can then
take the time to remove the elaiosome without threat
of competitors or predators.
Ants are small, and their foraging distances can be
short (on the order of a few meters, or even mere
centimeters), nonetheless, at least 4.5% of all known
flowering plants have invested in mechanisms that

Erythronium albidum, an unrelated plant with seeds similar
in appearance to those of Sanguinaria canadensis. Many
populations of E. albidum appear to flower rarely or not at all,
but in those that do, the resulting seeds are notably smaller than
those of Sanguinaria and are dispersed by a wider array of ant
species. James C. Trager
12 PETAL PUSHER

Viola palmata var. triloba, one of many violet species whose
seeds are first dispersed close range by explosive dehiscence,
then many of which are harvested by ants, which eat the soft
parts of them, then discard the hard-coated seed. Photo by
James C. Trager

especially attract these omnivorous Hymenopteran
foragers. Several reasons have been hypothesized,
although the exact advantages depend upon the
nature of the system. The fact that ants appear to have
been among the most abundant terrestrial arthropods
throughout the millions of years of evolution of
Earth’s modern herbaceous flora established a
broad context for the evolution of myrmecochory.
Many unrelated species of ants gather the seed,
remove and eat the elaiosome, then dispose of the
seed. It has been proposed that elaiosomes’ high
moisture content could lead to proliferation of seedattacking diseases and infections. Additionally,
intact elaiosomes attract not only mutualistic ants
but also rodents and invertebrate seed-eaters who
don’t bother to separate the elaiosome from the seed
before consumption. Thus, once the ants remove
and consume the elaiosome, the seed benefits by
losing both its appeal to predators and its pathogenharboring potential.
From the ant’s point of view, the seed loses its
utility once the elaiosome is gone. Being good
housekeepers, the ants deposit elaiosome-less seeds
into waste piles or underground trash chambers,
along with all their other wastes. There, one ant’s
trash is a myrmecochorous plant’s treasure, full of
nitrogen and phosphorus, and safely out of reach of
hungry seed predators. The microsite gained from
ant dispersal already seems poised to contribute to
seedling survival, and the microclimactic conditions

of ant nests might also favor seed germination and
survival when compared to the rest of the forest,
such that being taken just seventy centimeters away
from the shadow of the parent plant might make a
world of difference if the seed’s new location in an ant
nest is just a little warmer, just a little richer, or just a
little sunnier.
Myrmecochory could also lead to enhanced survival
through and germination after fire. Buried seeds
might be buffered from the heat of the fire enough to
survive and then emerge unscathed, thereby gaining
a potential leg up on competitors. Missouri’s fire
history has had its ups and downs, but prescribed
burning is now a common forest management
technique making fire an additional factor in local antplant interactions.

Finally, the competitive advantage of being thrown
into ant trash piles would ostensibly decline and
reverse as more seeds accumulate in the same nest
over time. However, some forest ants prefer to move
from home to home instead of investing in a lifelong
house, a transient lifestyle that likely decreases
seedling competition and increases the likelihood of
ant-dispersal benefitting the plants. One of the more
common forest-dwelling ants, Aphaenogaster rudis,
has been shown to move nest location every thirty
days or so. It can be quite the ordeal, an exodus
involving all the eggs, larvae, and subterraneandwelling worker ants who don’t otherwise ever
emerge. Other ants, such as Formica pallidefulva,
have relatively permanent nests, but unlike A. rudis,
carry their trash away from the nest entrance and
drop it into a hole or crack in the ground. Exact
dynamics of this are still unknown, but even a slight
shift in location would prevent major accumulation of
seeds in any one spot. I’m hoping to tease out some
of the specifics of this relationship during the summer
field season, working with James Trager out at Shaw
Nature Reserve.
Myrmecochory is an important dispersal mechanism
in Missouri and worldwide. It is a diffuse and
imperfect mutualism but nonetheless contributes to
the distribution and survival of our beloved spring
ephemerals. So, the next time you admire the delicate
beauty of a Hepatica nobilis or some Corydalis flavula,
you can thank an ant, who doubtlessly contributed to
its being there, either by dispersing it or its parents.

Further reading:
Beattie, Andrew J., and David C. Culver. “The guild
of myrmecochores in the herbaceous flora of West
Virginia forests.” Ecology 62, no. 1 (1981): 107-115.

Formica pallidefulva (red field ant, also occurs in bright, coppery
red and just about any imaginable intermediate coloring) is
among the larger ant species that regularly transports elaiosome
bearing seeds. In the foundation plantings of native flora in J.
Trager’s front yard, this species has transferred seeds from a
planted patch of Sanguinaria canadensis nearly fifty feet (fifteen
meters) to its nest, around which there are now several seedlings
growing. Photo by James C. Trager

Lengyel, Szabolcs, Aaron D. Gove, Andrew M.
Latimer, Jonathan D. Majer, and Robert R. Dunn.
“Convergent evolution of seed dispersal by ants,
and phylogeny and biogeography in flowering plants:
a global survey.” Perspectives in Plant Ecology,
Evolution and Systematics 12, no. 1 (2010): 43-55.
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Star Award. John has partnered with the Hawthorn
Chapter for many, many years and is a treasured
resource. Congratulations, John George!
Becky Erickson, former editor of the Petal Pusher, has
accepted the position of Secretary for Hawthorn’s
meetings. She is a talented writer and will record
our minutes faithfully. If you would like to be on
her email list and receive the latest news about
symposiums, conferences, workshops, and articles
of interest, please email Becky at beckyerick711@
centurylink.net. Both the February 15th and March
15th monthly lunches at the Uprise Bakery on 10 Hitt
Street in Columbia were well attended by seven to
twelve members. The food at the Uprise Bakery is
most excellent. There was conversation about getting
outside when the weather warms up. We discussed
upcoming plant educational events in more detail.
Please join us!

Osage Plains

By Casey Burks, Chapter Representative

Shooting star (Dodecatheon meadia) near Butler, Missouri
at the Osage Plains’ field trip to Dr. Long’s prairie.
Photo by Casey Burks

Chapter Updates
Hawthorn Chapter

By Cindy Squire, Chapter Member
On March 15th, the Hawthorn Chapter had their
bimonthly meeting focusing on investments and
possible native plant adoption sites in public
venues. Our chapter will be returning an adoption
area on Stadium Boulevard back to MODOT due to
dangerous access, closeness to homes, and difficulty
in controlling aliens encroaching from adjacent
homesites. We are exploring maintenance of another
small site provided by the City of Columbia. The
chapter is also exploring a partnership with COMO
Gives and is currently requesting a copy of the State
MONPS 501(c)(3) designation paperwork.
John George, our MDC liaison and chapter
representative, was presented with our 2017 Blazing
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02.26 President Elizabeth Middleton opened the first
meeting of the year and recorded our brainstorming
of places for field trips. Several privately owned new
places are on the slate. Elizabeth brought several
winter plant specimens to see how long it took us to
identify. We are all friends by now and so glad to see
each other after the long winter and looking forward
to another year of learning together.
03.26 Member and former science teacher Gary
Baldwin brought sacks filled with twigs plus several of
the pamphlets on winter tree identification. For many
of us, identifying the number of bundles in a leaf scar
was a new skill, as well as other twig characteristics,
in order to navigate the dichotomous key. It was quite
the thrill to work on a twig and come out with the
correct identification or to have Gary’s help to see
where we followed the wrong path. It was especially
fun to see our three guests joining right in.
4.7 Bernie Henehan invited us to his home to see
bluebells and other plants in his sunken woods
that is prone to flooding. The group also had great
conversations and feasted on the deck enjoying
Bernie’s venison soup along with food that others
brought to share. Wayne Morton brought a branch
of serviceberry (Amelanchier species, also called
shadbush) that is currently blooming in the woods.
Dan Henehan brought plants to share.

4.27–29 Casey attended the Spring MONPS meeting
at Marion, Illinois. This was an outstanding learning
experience and so much fun to meet members of
the Illinois Native Plant Society as well as meet up
with friends from other Missouri Chapters. Chris
Benda, “The Illinois Botanizer”, gave us the area
overview Friday night and led us on the awesome
field trips. Chris was a fount of information and chose
a wonderful variety of areas for us to explore. These
included steep glades with patches of non-blooming
American columbo (Frasera caroliniensis ) amongst
thousands of blooming hyacinths, breathtaking
waterfalls and many different flower species due to
differences in glaciation in Missouri and Illiois. I was
surprised to learn some plants that are abundant in
Missouri are rare in Illinois. At Camp Ondessonk we
saw a rare orchid. I also saw invasive butterweed for
the first time. The Sunday trip was along a stream
where we were immersed in blue heaven from
Jacob’s ladder, violets and phlox. I would love to do it
all over again with our whole chapter! A huge thanks
to John Oliver for hooking us up with Chris Benda
and the Illinois Native Plant Society.
05.13 Members Wayne Morton and Janetta Smith
were instrumental in getting our chapter invited to Dr.
Long’s prairie near Butler, Missouri. It is 360 acres
of pristine prairie that he has burned every year to
keep out invasives. There were several patches
of thousands of dark pink shooting stars. Simply
incredible beauty. I enjoyed getting to visit a little with
Dr. Long, and he said he was born and raised on Tom
Sauk Mountain! I was so glad to know where that is,
since that was my first field trip with MONPS!
Osage Plains President Elizabeth Middleton and her
family were there, and we peppered Elizabeth with
questions. Her children, Chase and Corrine, have
already learned many plants. Chase enjoyed playing
with the leaves of a sensitive plant and watching them
fold. It sent me back to when I was a kid and loved
doing the same thing! It was a glorious day and we
totally enjoyed sharing Mother’s Day together on this
glorious prairie.

Ozark Chapter Report

By Elizabeth Olson, Chapter Representative
At our February meeting, we took a deep dive into
winter plant identification. We had a great time
peering at the twig features of eleven shrubs and
twenty-five trees mostly collected by our chapter

president, Susan Farrington. Identifying shrubs and
trees in winter is not as difficult as you’d imagine
once you know what to look for. Leaf buds are fully
formed by mid-summer for most species, so they can
be examined throughout most of the year. Other twig
features that are used in winter are leaf scars, stipule
scars, lenticels, and piths. Typically, floras and field
guides don’t describe twig features in detail, so it’s
best to find a book like Harlow’s Fruit and Twig Key
to Trees and Shrubs or Cliburn and Wallace’s A Key
to Missouri Trees in Winter. A good online key to twig
identification is maintained by Virginia Tech at http://
dendro.cnre.vt.edu/dendrology/twigkey.htm.
Susan also brought us the sturdy winter remnants
of six native grasses and thirteen forb species. It’s
incredible how these seemingly tender species
persist through the ravages of winter weather.
MDC Fire Ecologist Calvin Maginel presented at our
March meeting. Calvin has been working on a longterm study of prescribed burning of the glades and
woodlands on Stegall Mountain in Shannon County.
Burning has occurred about every three years since
1993. Over the years, researchers have monitored the
response of the trees, ground flora, birds, collared
lizards, and grasshoppers. The most recent inventory
was in 2017, and Calvin presented data showing
changes over time. Fire has thinned the trees in the
midstory but retained the larger-sized fire-resistant
trees like oaks, hickories, and shortleaf pine. The
cover and richness of the ground flora increased, as
well; however, this result took some time to become
evident. Fire management takes patience to see
results! The bird community seems to not be affected
yet by the changes in the plant community structure.
Collard lizard populations are now thriving after a long
period of decline and reintroduction. The grasshopper
community dynamics are directly affected by the
collard lizard population. Grasshoppers are more
diverse now because collared lizards prey mostly
on common grasshopper species allowing the
rare grasshopper species to increase. After almost
twenty-five years of careful application of prescribed
fire management, the positive changes at Stegall
Mountain Natural Area are hopeful and exiting to
witness.

Paradoxa Chapter

By Pam Barnabee, Chapter Member
Third time’s a charm! After two cancellations due to
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weather, the Paradoxa Chapter’s kick-off walkabout/
workshop for 2018, a Winter Tree ID Walk, finally
took place on February 25th at the Audubon Trails
Nature Center in Rolla. The turnout was the best ever;
I think we were all eager to get outside during this
break in the seemingly never-ending winter weather.
Instructors Ross Melick and Jerry Decker, both
retired from the US Forest Service but still active
natural resource stewards in the Rolla community,
gave a brief introduction to identifying trees in winter
and handed out a variety of MDC publications before
leading the group through the area for hands-on
experience. We looked at characteristics such as
overall tree shape, opposite/alternate structure, leaf
and bud scars, terminal buds, outer and inner bark,
pith, and leaves still hanging onto a branch (Is that
cheating?). Some of the species we identified were
sycamore, shagbark hickory, black oak, white oak,
Shumard oak, post oak, Ohio buckeye, black walnut,
flowering dogwood, American elm, persimmon,
Osage orange, and red maple. We also saw a white
ash with areas of blonding, but we didn’t find any of
the distinctive D-shaped exit holes of Emerald ash
borers.

paradoxarolla@gmail.com so we can keep you
informed of our meeting dates and times.

On April 5th, members carpooled to Maramec
Springs Park for a walkabout. In a normal year, early
April would have been ideal for a wildflower walk
at the park, but, as we know, this has been a crazy
spring, even for Missouri. We explored bottomland
and upland habitats and did identify several species:
spring beauty (Claytonia virginica), harbinger of spring
(Also known as pepper and salt, Erigenia bulbosa),
wake robin (Trillium sessile), toothwort (Cardamine
concatenata), Virginia bluebell (Also known as
Virginia cowslip, Mertensia virginica), white trout lily
(Also known as white dogtooth violet, Erythronium
albidum), rue anemone (Thalictrum thalictroides),
pussytoes (Antennaria parlinii), fragrant sumac (Rhus
aromatica), and prairie trout lily (Also known as prairie
dogtooth violet, Erythronium mesochoreum).

On Feb 27 Ronda Burnett from MDC gave an
excellent talk entitled “Native Plants in the Designed
Urban Landscape”. We had great attendance and
there was lively discussion and many questions.
One question in particular was that of what to plant
instead of Bradford pears. Some possibilities include
downy serviceberry (Amelanchier arborea), American
hornbeam (Musclewood; Carpinus caroliniana),
hophornbeam (Ostrya virginiana), flowering dogwood
(Cornus florida), redbud (Cercis canadensis), and
yellowwood (Cladrastis lutea).

Our Bray Botanical Collection and Herbarium Project
crew has completed mounting the 120 specimens
collected from June through October 2017 and
safely stored them away in Bray Conservation Area’s
herbarium cabinet. We’re now back on the trail
looking for plant species we haven’t yet documented.
Meanwhile, member Helen Johnston is using the
data and photos we’ve collected, plus her own
illustrations, to develop a Field Guide to the Plants
of Bray Conservation Area. If you’re interested in
joining the project crew, please send an email to
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Saint Louis Chapter

By Rex Hill, Chapter Representative
At our February meeting, Hugh and Carol Nourse
gave a talk titled A Gneiss Garden (The botany of
a granitic outcrop near Athens Georgia through the
seasons). They are co-authors of several books on
Georgia botany including Wildflowers of Georgia,
Favorite Wildflower Walks in Georgia, and The State
Botanical Garden of Georgia.
The March meeting featured Dr. Richard Abbott of the
Missouri Botanical Garden. He talked about his work
at the New York Botanical Garden on updating what
has been a mainstay of botany books by Gleason and
Cronquist and making sense of recent changes in
plant taxonomy.

SW Chapter report

By Michelle Bowe, Chapter Representative

At our March meeting, Tim Smith from the Department
of Natural Resources gave another excellent talk
about the Ozark Chinquapin entitled, “Ghost tree of
the Ozarks.” Attendance was low probably due to the
miserable weather conditions that evening, but those
of us who attended learned a lot about the Ozark
chinquapin and were very interested in the work
being done to preserve them.
On April 7th, several of our members attended the
Native Plant Sale and Seminar at the Springfield
Nature Center, and we gained at least one new
member from that event.

Dues are Due
By Ann Earley, Membership Chair
Membership renewals for the July 2018–June 2019
year are due. If you receive your newsletter by postal
service delivery, please check the top line of your
mailing label. If it shows the date 20180630, your dues
are now payable. When renewing, please remember
to include your contact information including
email address, and your society and chapter dues
preferences. Membership renewal online is also
available via our website at www.monativeplants.
org which offers the option of online payment via
PayPal.
For those members receiving their newsletter by
email without a mailing label, or for others with
questions about their membership status, please
contact me or your chapter representative (see back
page for contact details) for information about your
membership expiration date. We value our members
and urge you to renew today!

New Members
Kansas City

Susan Sanders, Roeland Park, KS

Hawthorn

Barbara Wren, Columbia
Linda Antal, Ashland
Cecilia Glynn, Columbia

Southwest

Amanda Coleman, Battlefield
Becky Day, Buffalo
Dan & Barbara Self, Billings

Ozark

Poetry Corner
Pappus
by Justin Thomas
Life expressed in anemochorous drift
A mere consequence of wind
and sift
Dare I say dreams
Pushing the lofty calyxian shift
Ever lighter
Swirling higher
In selective success
Where a quiver of a pull
Off the quill of a stem
Breaks into a spin
And in the rising
Matter transcends gravity
gaily
It journeys effortlessly
On the invisible stream
That bears hotly and gustily
Down and upon the grind of being
That self-same force
That shapes the billowing evanescence
of steam
or cells
These clouds, look you now
These fantastic beings
Dancing along an incarnate seam
Of temperature and moisture extremes
Ocean laden
Arctic driven
Laying down seeds
Raining seeds
And blowing them away

Travis Maddox, Vanzant

State Level Membership
Gloria Penning, Hermann
Rebecca Murphy, Washington
Theresa Kenlon, House Springs
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